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Conflict Update # 237 

October 20th, 2022 

Back issues at www.accgroupco.com 

Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses – 66,650 (+370) soldiers killed, 2,567 (13) enemy tanks, 5,255 (+20) armored  combat vehicles, 1,646 

(+9) artillery systems, 372 (+0) MLRS systems, 189 (+0) air defense systems, 269 (+0) warplanes, 243 (+1) helicopters, 

1,311 (+25) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 329 (+6) cruise missiles, 15 (+0) warships/cutters, 4,005 (+6) trucks 

and tankers, 4 Iskander Missile Launchers (+0), 76 fuel bowsers (+0) and 147 (+1) units of specialized equipment. 

Key Takeaways 

Kherson – It appears Ukrainian troops will assault the southern part of northern Kherson Oblast, north of River Dnipro. 

Ukraine has maintained absolute radio silence and has issued no reports, updates of notices of any activity in this 

region. This is typical pre-advance behavior by the Ukrainian Command.  

Over the last week Ukrainian forces have been pounding Russian air control stations, command posts and supply lines 

in Kherson and surrounding areas, specifically and individually. This is a pre-advancement tactic to secure open skies 

over troop and armored vehicle movement. 

Ukraine has advanced its forces from west of Kherson into positions much closer to the city and the southern part of 

the oblast. This is intended to encircle remaining Russian troops trapped there. 

As of late yesterday, Ukrainian forward positions were believed to be less than 40 kilometers from the village of 

Kozatske and the town of Nova Kakhovka, on opposite sides of the river. 

That same day, residents of Kherson city received text messages urging them to urgently leave, citing potential attacks 

by Ukraine. Locals also reported leaflets reading, "Save your family; move to the left bank" being distributed. 

Over the past three days a Royal Air Force RC-135 surveillance aircraft with two Typhoon escorts was in action over the 

Black Sea, in order to monitor Russian forces in Ukraine. 

The British Minister of Defence suddenly visited the American Secretary of Defence over the past few days. 

Russia is pulling its troops out of the region, reportedly without a fight. (See following article).  

Russian General Sergei Surovikin has announced that the Russian situation in Kherson was “difficult,” perhaps gearing 

the Russian people to a withdrawal and loss of the largest regional capital occupied by invading forces in February. 

NATO is shortly to commence nuclear deterrent training in the EU. 

All signs appear to indicate that a Ukrainian advance is imminent. 

Russia human shield – Yesterday we reported that tens of thousands of civilians and Russian-appointed officials are 

being moved out of Ukraine's southern Kherson region ahead of a looming Ukrainian offensive. 
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What to make of this? 

The estimated number of Russian soldiers trapped on the northern side of the River Dnipro varies between 15,000 and 

25,000, a scenario we have reported on in a number of previous Updates. 

Russia fully understands that Ukrainian forces are poised to advance further south in Northern Kherson, and that they 

are reportedly powerless to stop this. 

The  question then is how to extract these Russian soldiers. And the answer is to create a human shield in the middle of 

which the trapped soldiers can mingle and escape to southern Kherson, and south of the River Dnipro, in order to live 

to fight another day. 

So Putin declares martial law throughout the regions under Russian occupation and in some oblasts within Russia itself. 

This gives his appointed “governors” the right to issue evacuation orders, which is what they have done in Kherson. 

There are roughly 60,000 evacuees moving south across the River Dnipro over the next 6 days. In amongst them will be 

escaping Russian troops. 

Putin and the Kremlin know that Ukraine will be hesitant to strike the escaping soldiers, if there is a high degree of 

civilian casualties ensuing from their actions. 

Clever move. 

It is being reported that the Russia will not resist or counter the Ukrainian advance to the city. 

In our September 25th Update #193 our article is copied below in blue highlight. 

Putin “Peace Deal”? 

Putin may then offer a peace deal whereby he cedes Kherson Oblast to the north of the River Dnipro ❶a, and the 

entire Kharkiv Oblast ❶b, looking to retain (i) Kherson Oblast to the south of the river❷, (ii)  Crimea ❷a, 

Zaporizhzhia Oblast ❷b, (iii) Donetsk Oblast ❷c and (iv) Luhansk Oblast ❷d. 

He can then position Russia as being the peace-maker and should Ukraine not agree, as is most likely they will not, the 

peace-breaker. 

Ukraine may then come under intense pressure because it may be viewed that the 

Oblasts sought by Putin are predominantly Russian-speaking and Russian-leaning, 

and therefore prone to being “Russian.” 

The EU will be extremely anxious with winter looming, a recession on 

the cards and a humanitarian challenge 

to confront with millions of Ukrainians scattered 

around the surrounding EU countries. There also exists 

the potential rightward movement of Italian politics in 

their November election and the “quasi-neutral” geopolitical 

stations of Hungary and Turkey.  

Ukraine is very unlikely to openly engage in such “peace talks,” and 

opt to continue its march southwards. 

Irrespective, given Putin and Russia’s wanton disregard of international 

treaties and agreements, any such peace agreement may be accompanied by Ukrainian security 
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guarantees such as joining the EU or even NATO. 

Ukraine’s uppermost fear is that Putin will use any respite to re-build his armed forces with modern technology and 

once again attack it.  

Should Putin withdraw from Kherson City itself without any resistance to Ukrainian advances, is it not also feasible that 

he is doing so in line with the coped article above? 

We shall have to wait and see, but at this juncture Ukraine is unlikely to concede any territories to Russia.  

Further reports are surfacing that Russia may be targeting a dam upriver in a “False Flag” attack to flood Kherson, to 

prevent any Ukrainian further advance across the river. (See following article). 

Russia 'plans false flag attack on hydroelectric dam to flood Kherson' in latest attack on energy plants as 

Ukraine brings in four-hour blackouts to tackle electricity shortages. 

Russia is laying the 

groundwork to 

destroy a key 

Ukrainian dam which 

would flood Kherson 

and cover its troops' 

retreat from the city, 

a think-tank has 

concluded. General 

Sergei Surovikin, 

Russia's new supreme 

commander in 

Ukraine, has spoken 

to Russian media in 

recent days about 

what he called a 

'devastating strike' on 

the Nova Kakhovka 

dam which he said 

was being plotted by 

Kyiv 's troops. 

Surovikin, who has also been preparing the Russian public for a retreat from the region, said the blast would flood 

Kherson and cause widespread damage. This is likely setting up for a 'false-flag attack' that would cover Russia 's retreat 

and prove a distraction from its latest battlefield humiliation, analysts from the ISW have concluded. Breaching the dam 

would also be another blow to Ukraine's battered energy grid, with people told to brace for rolling four-hour blackouts 

from today after a third of the country's power plants were blown up in a little over a week. 

Ukraine has already struck the dam several times with long-range rockets, because a key roadway runs over it which 

Russia was using to supply its troops. But Kyiv's attacks stopped once the roadway was unusable.  

As Ukrainian troops advance in Kherson, a glimpse of the Russian withdrawal - RFE/RL's Russian Service 

and Schemes, the investigative unit of RFE/RL's Ukrainian Service, highlight the mounting pressure on Russian forces, 

who have been pummeled by Ukrainian troops pushing southward. Experts say the advances are likely to lead up to an 
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effort to take back the city of Kherson itself -- the only regional capital to fall to Russian forces since Moscow launched 

a large-scale invasion on February 24. 

If the city is recaptured, it will be a major tactical victory for Ukraine -- and an embarrassment for Russian commanders 

and Putin. 

Russian state TV prepares viewers for loss of Kherson as Ukraine advances - Russian State TV appears to be 

preparing viewers for the loss of the occupied southern city of Kherson, amid an intensifying counteroffensive by Kyiv 

to retake its territory. 

Olga Skabeeva, who hosts 60 Minutes on Russia-1, invited Alexander Kots, military correspondent of the state-run daily 

tabloid Komsomolskaya Pravda, to provide an assessment of the war, acknowledging in her opening question that 

"everything is difficult in Kherson." 

The broadcast came as pro-Russian officials began to leave the southern Ukrainian city on Wednesday, ahead of an 

advance on the city by Kyiv's forces. 

Fears of joint attack on Ukraine as more Russian troops arrive in Belarus - More Russian troops have arrived 

in Belarus for military training, prompting anxiety in Ukraine.  

Some 9,000 Russian soldiers are expected to be 

stationed in Belarus for what is officially described 

as "exercises".  

But the troop movement -- which began on 

Saturday -- has prompted speculation in the West 

that the maneuvers could be in preparation for a 

new attack on Ukraine.  

The last time Belarusian and Russian forces held 

joint exercises was in February. Many of those 

Russian forces went on to cross the Ukrainian 

border in their ill-fated push to capture Kyiv.  

The exercises were announced last week by 

Belarussian President Alexander Lukashenko who 

said his country and Russia would form a joint 

regional force. 

Ukraine has reinforced its defences along the 

border with special forces, who are currently 

training to counter any move by a possible joint 

Russian-Belarussian operation. 

Ukrainian Counteroffensives - Eastern 

Ukraine: (Oskil River-Kreminna Line) - Russian 

forces continued to conduct limited assaults to 

recapture lost territory in northeastern Kharkiv 

Oblast yesterday. The Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) 

reported that its forces repelled Russian assaults 

north of Kupyansk near Dvorichna (17km northeast 
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of Kupyansk) in Kharkiv Oblast.  

Luhansk People’s Republic (LNR) Deputy Internal Minister Vitaly Kiselyov reiterated claims that Russian forces captured 

Horobivka (17km northeast of Kupyansk) on October 18, although ISW cannot independently verify this.  

The Russian Ministry of Defense (MoD) claimed that its forces struck Ukrainian control points and concentrations of 

manpower and equipment throughout Kharkiv Oblast. Kharkiv Oblast Head Oleh Synehubov reported that Russian 

forces also struck civilian populations in Chuhuiv, Kharkiv, and Kupyansk raions with missiles on October 19 Ukrainian 

sources reported that Russian forces continued to conduct routine indirect fire along the Oskil River-Kreminna Line. 

Russian and Ukrainian forces reportedly yesterday continued fighting along the Kreminna-Svatove line. A Russian 

source claimed that Russian forces repelled a Ukrainian assault on the Kyslivka-Kotaliarivka line in the direction of 

Svatove.  

The Russian MoD claimed that their forces repelled Ukrainian formations that attempted to cross the Zherebets River in 

the vicinity of Stelmakhivka (16km northwest of Svatove), Andriivka (15km west of Svatove), and Raihorodok (11km 

west of Svatove) in Luhansk Oblast.  

UGS reported its forces repelled a Russian ground assault near Bilohorivka (12km south of Kreminna).  

A Russian milblogger claimed that Russian and Ukrainian forces continue to fight west of Kreminna in the vicinity of 

Terny (18km northwest of Kreminna) and Torske 

(16km west of Kreminna), although ISW cannot 

independently verify his claims. 

Southern Ukraine: (Kherson Oblast) - 

Russian sources widely claimed that Ukrainian 

troops conducted another general 

counteroffensive in northwestern Kherson 

Oblast on October 19.   

Russian-appointed Kherson occupation deputy 

Kirill Stremousov claimed that Ukrainian troops 

went on the offensive around noon on October 

19 and attacked from Nova Kamianka (northern 

Kherson Oblast, about 30km south of the 

Kherson-Dnipropetrovsk Oblast border) toward 

Beryslav. 

Other Russian sources similarly claimed that 

Ukrainian troops launched an offensive south of 

the Nova Kamianka-Dudchany area and attacked 

toward Sukhanove and Piatykhatky, both near 

the current frontline in northwestern Kherson 

Oblast and about 35km north of Beryslav. ISW is 

unable to verify these claims.  

Russian milbloggers reported that elements of 

the 126th Coastal Defense Brigade, 11th, 80th, 

and 83rd Air Assault Brigades, and 76th Guards 

Air Assault Division are holding the line of 
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defense in this area and prevented significant Ukrainian advances. ISW has previously reported that these elements, 

especially the 126th Coastal Defense Brigade, are severely degraded and understrength, and some have likely been 

active in Kherson Oblast without rest or rotation for most of the war. 

Ukrainian military officials maintained operational silence regarding specific Ukrainian ground maneuvers in Kherson 

Oblast on October 19. Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command noted that Ukrainian forces are continuing “active 

combat operations” and focusing on “creating favorable conditions for the development of further offensives.” 

Ukrainian forces additionally continued their interdiction campaign against Russian concentration areas in Kherson 

Oblast as part of the ongoing counteroffensive. Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command and other Ukrainian military 

sources reported that Ukrainian strikes destroyed three ammunition warehouses around Beryslav, Nova Kakhkovka, 

and Kherson City on October 18. Ukrainian strikes likely also hit a Russian ferry crossing near Kozatske, 3km north of 

Nova Kakhovka on the opposing bank of the Dnipro River. Satellite imagery from October 18 shows that Russian troops 

have completed the creation of a barge bridge near Kherson City as part of an effort to reconstitute river crossings as 

Ukrainian troops continue to target Russian transportation capabilities across the Dnipro River. 

Putin 

Putin throwing Russians into the 'meat grinder' in desperate bid to win war - Putin is throwing Russian men 

into the "meat grinder" in a desperate bid to win his war against Ukraine, according to an analyst. 

Putin declared a "partial mobilization" on September 21, with his conscription order supposedly targeting reservists 

and ex-military personnel with "certain military specialties and relevant experience." 

Putin 'willing to do anything' to avoid defeat in Ukraine - Putin is "willing to do anything" to avoid defeat in his 

war against Ukraine, including targeting civilians, a Russia expert has said, as Moscow launched a fresh wave of strikes 

in multiple regions of the country. 

A day after targeted strikes in Kyiv killed at least four people on Monday morning, Russia conducted massive airstrikes 

on residential areas and energy infrastructure in many regions of Ukraine, including the capital city, Kharkiv, Dnipro, 

Kryvyi Rih, Mykolaiv, Zaporizhzhia, and Zhytomyr. (Newsweek). 

Comment – Whether he is “willing to do anything” or “This is the only way he can do anything” remains to be seen. 

Putin tried to detonate nuke, but his plans were 'sabotaged', insider claims - Putin tried to detonate a nuke 

but his plans were "sabotaged", an insider has claimed. 

Top brass at the Kremlin are “sabotaging” his plans to use atomic weapons or there may be issues due to technical 

failures, it is claimed. 

In recent days, there have been a series of NOTAM messages (Notice to air missions) and linked Russian navigation 

warnings indicating tests or live firing drills. 

So far, there has been few indications of any major testing, although the final date for such disruption in the Barents 

Sea is October 22. At the same time there are claims that earlier this month Putin ordered two nuclear missile tests 

which did not in fact take place. 

Valery Solovey, an expert on the president and former professor at Moscow’s prestigious Institute of International 

Relations [MGIMO], a training school for spies and diplomats said: “[Putin’s] decision on the use of tactical nuclear 

weapons [in the Ukraine conflict] would no doubt face resistance. 
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“I don't know how effective the resistance will be, but I will indicate [that] nuclear tests were supposed to be held over 

the past two weeks, one in the Barents sea, underwater, and the second underground, in Arkhangelsk region. 

“Both times the tests were not held.” He alleged: “The reason is that before the launch, or more accurately, before the 

use of tactical nuclear weapons, it is necessary to make sure these weapons are fully operable… 

“They had to be tested.” But both times the potentially dangerous were “disrupted.”  

Russian defense adviser accidentally throws Putin under the bus in live interview - Russia has denied using 

Iranian-made drones to target civilians in Ukraine and gone so far as repainting some of the weapons to make them 

appear Russian-made—but a defense adviser just let the cat out of the bag in a disastrous live TV interview.  

Ruslan Pukhov, a defense analyst and member of the Russian Defense Ministry’s Public Council, sat down with RBC for 

a segment on the weapons being used in Ukraine and apparently had no idea he was on an open mic. He told the TV 

hosts not to “rock the boat too much” with questions about the Iranian drones since “we all know they are Iranian, but 

the authorities will not admit it.” The hosts appeared flummoxed, and a sudden glint of alarm could be seen in Pukhov’s 

eyes as he seemed to realize his mistake. In subsequent comments to Russian media, Pukhov claimed to have no 

memory of making the comments and suggested it may have been a set-up. “Unfortunately, I don’t remember … After 

COVID my brain is bad.” It was not clear when the interview was broadcast, but Meduza noted that RBC for some 

reason did not post its Wednesday version of the program online. 

Humanitarian 

Scholz: Russian air attacks on Kyiv are 'war crimes' - Speaking to lawmakers in the Bundestag, German 

Chancellor Olaf Scholz vowed continued support for Ukraine. He said Europe will have to deal with the consequences of 

the war "for many years to come." 

German Chancellor Olaf Scholz has slammed Russian President Vladimir Putin for recent drone attacks on civilians in 

the Ukrainian capital and other cities, saying they constituted "war crimes."  

He was speaking at the German parliament, shortly ahead of a summit of European Union leaders in Brussels.  

"Deliberate attacks on civilians are war crimes," he said. "In the end, Russia's bombing and missile terror is an act of 

desperation — just like the mobilization of Russian men for war." 

Moscow has denied deliberately targeted civilians, claims its recent strikes hit "infrastructure targets" and arms depots. 

Russian mobilization 

Russia’s breaking point: Putin pushes restive regions to the brink - “Why are you taking our children? Who 

attacked who? Isn’t it Russia that attacked Ukraine?” The questions hurled at the police by a clamorous group of 

indignant women outside a theater in Dagestan’s capital Makhachkala were left unanswered.  

The police stalked off as the protesting women chorused the chant, “No War.” 
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That was last month and the confrontation between infuriated mothers in Dagestan, a mountainous republic within the 

multi-national Russian Federation, took place shortly after Putin announced a partial mobilization. The scene was 

captured on video. Elsewhere in the north Caucasian city, standoffs between protesters and baton-wielding police were 

fiercer with jostling and heavy-handed arrests, according to geo-located posted videos. 

Some other ethnic minority parts of the Russian Federation, including its 22 ethnic non-Russian republics, as well as 

other far-flung territories, or krais, even majority ethnic Russian ones, have seen anti-mobilization protests in recent 

weeks — as far afield as the Siberian city of Yakutsk, the capital of the Sakha Republic and Vladivostok in Russia’s far 

east. They appear now to have died down with protesters intimidated by the repressive response. “People are really 

scared and keeping quiet,” says Margarita, a freelance journalist who’s been traveling Russia widely and asked for her 

family name to be withheld.  

But as Putin’s war flounders in the face of stiff and agile Ukrainian resistance — and as the Russian military death toll 

mounts and the body bags are returned home, including recent draftees — what’s left is sullen anger and resentment, 

compounding long-standing economic and local political grievances in the Russian Federation’s periphery. 

How long will Russia’s ethnic republics and far-flung territories remain quiet and subdued? Not for much longer 

suspects Russian-born political scientist Sergej Sumlenny, a former chief editor at Russian business broadcaster RBC-TV.  
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The republics have long chafed under Moscow’s imperial rule — so too territories in the far east and parts of remote 

northern Russia. The seeds of potential rebellion, especially in the North Caucasus, the Sakha Republic and the Middle 

Volga, are being sown, he thinks. Increasing economic distress and impoverishment, the exploitation of natural 

resources only for the benefit of Moscow, the failure to drive development and investment, a reckless attitude to 

pollution and environmental degradation, and governance swinging from repression to negligence are all stoking 

simmering grievance. 

What could trigger real revolt? “It could be a small spark,” he says. “Look at what triggered the Arab spring — a 

Tunisian fruit vendor setting himself on fire over injustice amidst spiraling wheat prices. Or look at Iran now: it can be 

something [like] … the death of a 22-year-old Kurdish woman because she wasn’t wearing a hijab. Revolt is often be 

sparked by perceived insult. Look at the Soweto uprising in South Africa in 1976 when Hector Peterson, a young 

protestor, was shot and killed by South African policemen.  

So, it could be a violation of religion rules or local mores. It could be drafting people who should not be conscripted. 

Maybe the death of some of them in combat,” Sumlenny told POLITICO.  

Fracture points 

Some small sparks have already been seen. The latest flash of a backlash of a shooting Saturday reported to have taken 

place in the Belgorod region in southwestern Russia, bordering Ukraine, where two recruits, both of non-Russian ethnic 

background, opened fire on other conscripts killing 11 and wounding 15 others. Last month, a gunman shot a local 

enlistment officer in a Siberian town in an apparent protest of Putin’s mobilization order. 

Moscow has long been nervous about these internal fissures. Just a few months before Putin unleashed his botched 

offensive on Ukraine, Russia’s Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu made a comparison to Yugoslavia, warning external 

pressures combined with internal threats risk breaking up the Russian Federation along ethnic and religious lines.  

It is a nightmare theme he and other Kremlin power brokers have returned to time and again in recent years. At the 

Beijing Xiangshan Forum in 2019, Shoigu said: “Chaos and the collapse of statehood are becoming the norm. It is 

enough to recall Yugoslavia, Iraq and Libya.” 

“The Kremlin views the country’s regions as exploitable resources and also as liabilities that need to be suppressed to 

prevent fragmentation,” notes Janusz Bugajski in the recently published book Failed State: A Guide to Russia’s Rupture. 

“Throughout its imperial history, Russia’s rulers have harbored a neurotic fear not only of enemies outside the empire’s 

borders but also of the subject peoples within them,” added Bugajski, an analyst at the Jamestown Foundation in 

Washington. Other observers over the centuries have noted that Russians, rather like Western colonizers with their 

African and Asian possessions, have tended to romanticize their colonies while fearing them. 

When the Soviet Union dissolved it wasn’t only the big constituent republics of the Soviet Union — like Ukraine, the 

Baltic states and Kazakhstan — that sought independence. Many of Russia’s smaller republics and even some far-flung 

predominantly Russian territories, cities and regions used the political turmoil to claim or to try to grab autonomy. 

Going their own way 

In 1990, 14 of the 22 Russian Federation republics declared themselves sovereign and when a Federation Treaty was 

being negotiated the heads of several republics, including Tatarstan, demanded the new post-Communist Russian 

constitution recognize their “state sovereignty” as well as a right to secede from the Russian Federation. Chechnya 

refused to sign the Federation Treaty and declared independence, triggering an 18-month war of liberation. 

Putin has methodically been bringing the republics and krais and other so-called federal subjects — around 85 in all — 

to heel, centralizing state power and for a time ending gubernatorial elections. In 2002, Russia’s Constitutional Court 
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ruled the sovereignty of the Russian Federation would override any declaration of sovereignty by the republics or other 

federal subjects. Provincial authorities have been weakened through tax reform and the neutering of the Federation 

Council, the upper house of parliament.  

Gubernatorial elections were brought back in 2012 but any candidate who wants to register must have Kremlin backing 

and Putin can sack and appoint regional heads at will.  

But there have been signs of mounting regional frustration — especially in the far east. Russian officials were clearly 

surprised in 2020 by months-long anti-Kremlin protests in Khabarovsk, 30 kilometers from the China–Russia border, 

where locals reacted furiously to the arrest on criminal charges of a popular governor and political outsider, Sergei 

Furgal. 

Two years before, in 2018, the Kremlin suffered a series of electoral rebuffs in regional and parliamentary elections, 

including in Khabarovsk, Siberia and central Russia, when candidates from Putin’s ruling United Russia party lost to 

rivals from the anti-Western Liberal Democratic Party and the Communist Party, who were only the ballots to give the 

polls a veneer of legitimacy. Locals voted tactically in an ‘anyone but Putin’ turnout. 

The Kremlin is alive to the dangers of a surge in nationalism among the Federation’s ethnic groups, banning and 

labeling as extremist any organization promoting national rights, independence or autonomy, such as Bashkort, which 

seeks to protect the rights and interests of the Bashkir people. On October 11, Bashkir nationalist Shamil Amangildin 

called on Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy to recognize the independence of Bashkortostan. 

Resentment towards Moscow appears only to have been compounded by Putin’s mobilization order, Russia’s first 

public mobilisation since World War II, which has been more vigorously, if not over-zealously, been enforced in the 

periphery, the ethnic republics and krais with enlistment officers calling-up even ineligible men. 

Telegram channels are full of mobilization complaints. Tens of thousands of young men have fled to escape the draft, 

many from non-Russian ethnic groups. And observers in Georgia and neighboring central Asian states say that many of 

the draft-dodgers, some Muslim, are different from the first wave of Russian war refuseniks — they’re less ideological, 

more lost and angrier, likelier prey for recruiters from violent Islamist and separatist groups, they say. 

Last month, retired U.S. General Ben Hodges said the West should prepare for the Russian Federation breaking up 

within the next 4 or 5 years. “We were not prepared for the collapse of the Soviet Union. We need to be prepared for 

this possibility,” he told Times Radio. 

Sumlenny agrees with Hodge’s prediction and says Putin’s hubristic war risks inadvertently breaking Russia apart. “The 

richer republics, like Tatarstan, are tired of losing out materially because what they produce lines the coffers of the 

Kremlin and not their own. The smaller, impoverished ones, who’ve never really been developed and are pretty 

hopeless, could start feeling this is the moment to breakaway and that maybe they can run things a little better,” he 

said. 

Regional elites may start calculating that Moscow isn’t able to stop them breaking away, he says. “Once it starts, it 

could unravel fast,” he adds. Kremlin aides point to break-up predictions by Western analysts and officials as evidence 

that the West is plotting to dissolve Russia. But, in fact, Western policymakers seem unnerved by the possibility of a 

break-up of nuclear-armed Russia, fearing the chaos it would unleash and the potential for destabilizing neighboring 

states. (Politico). 

Sanctions 

U.S. slams Turkey-Russia deal to form a natural gas hub - The U.S. expressed on Wednesday its opposition to 

the agreement announced by Turkey for the creation of a natural gas hub in cooperation with Russia. 
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Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan said on Wednesday that he had agreed with his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin to 

form a natural gas hub in Turkey. 

Speaking to members of his AK Party in parliament, Erdogan said Putin had said Europe can obtain its gas supply from 

the hub in Turkey. 

EU, U.K. announce sanctions over Iran's drone deliveries to Russia - The EU and Britain have slapped 

sanctions on Iranian individuals and a weapons company that they say have supplied Iranian kamikaze drones to Russia 

that have been used in its wave of air strikes on Ukrainian civilian and infrastructure targets. 

The names of Iranian drone maker Shahed Aviation Industries and three top Iranian military officials were published in 

the EU official journal on October 20, adding them to the sanctions blacklist. 

Major General Mohammed Hossein Bagheri, the current chief of staff of Iran's armed forces, logistics officer General 

Sayed Hojatollah Qureishi and Brigadier General Saeed Aghajani, the commander of the Revolutionary Guards drone 

program, were sanctioned. 

"After three days of talks, EU ambassadors agreed on measures against entities supplying Iranian drones that hit 

Ukraine," the EU's Czech presidency said on Twitter. 

"The EU is prepared to extend sanctions to four more Iranian entities that already featured in a previous sanctions list." 

Spain and France announce new deal to build underwater gas pipeline - Spain and France have struck a new 

deal to build an underwater gas pipeline from Barcelona to Marseille, cancelling a long-stalled pipeline project that 

would have connected the countries through the Pyrenees. 

The pipeline will allow Spain and Portugal, two leading importers of liquefied natural gas (LNG), to bring their excess 

supplies to France and other European countries. 

LNG has become the go-to commodity to replace the vast volumes of Russian gas that the Kremlin has cut off since 

launching the invasion of Ukraine. 

The European Union is trying to secure as much LNG as commercially possible in order to make it through the winter 

without major power blackouts or gas rationing. 

The deal was announced on Thursday by Spanish PM Sánchez, French President Macron and Portuguese PM Costa, 

ahead of an EU summit in Brussels, where the energy crisis will be the top topic. 

U.S. DOJ has charged multiple individuals with participating in illegal schemes to export sophisticated 

technologies to Russia. 

Impacts 

Russia’s military aircraft exports are headed for a nosedive - Before the invasion of Ukraine, Russia’s 

aerospace leadership had planned to market the next generation heavy fighter bomber, the Su-57, and its highly touted 

derivative the Su-75 to several foreign military buyers. These plans now appear to be in ruins. 

The Su-57 suffers from a low production rate. Export models are unlikely to be available until the end of the decade. As 

for the medium-weight Su-75, the so-called “Checkmate” aircraft, it has been only realized in models and computer 

graphics. It’s yet to have a single successful test flight. 
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For foreign buyers, that leaves the Sukhoi 35 (Su-35), the only Russian military aircraft in serial production. This is 

Russia’s signature heavy fighter bomber — although its combat record over the skies of Ukraine is mixed. But even the 

Su-35 might not be successfully exported in any significant numbers this decade. 

Even before the Russian invasion of Ukraine, the Counter America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA) was 

an important factor in deterring potential buyers of the Su-35 such as Egypt, Algeria and Indonesia. To discourage 

countries from buying Russian weapons and deny Russia the revenue from those sales, Congress passed third-party 

sanctions legislation to require the executive branch to sanction them if they did. Several countries have cancelled 

contracts to buy Russian weapons and sought equivalent defense capabilities from other countries rather than face the 

prospect of U.S. sanctions. 

Now the Ukraine war and ensuing sanctions are having a devastating impact on the Russian aerospace sector. Sanctions 

are crippling the Russian capacity to finish the development of, much less mass produce, next-generation combat 

vehicles such as the Su-57 and Su-75. Many Russian manufacturers depend on imported advanced machine tools. And 

analysis of the remains of Russia’s missiles, drones, and aircraft downed in Ukraine has revealed that they contain 

Western components and subsystems that can no longer be legally exported to Russia. 

Russia’s Aerospace Forces also need to replace warplanes lost in combat — including some number of Su-35s. 

The military attractiveness of the Su-35 as a multi-purpose fighter bomber has been diminished since Russia has 

reportedly lost two squadrons in Ukraine due to various defects. 

Ukraine is restricting electricity consumption on October 20 as the country copes with damage to its 

infrastructure caused by waves of Russian air strikes on the country's electricity infrastructure ahead of the onset of 

winter. 

Russia fires missile near British aircraft over Black Sea – Wallace - A Russian aircraft released a missile near a 

British aircraft patrolling in international airspace over the Black Sea on September 29, defense minister Ben Wallace 

said on Thursday. 

Wallace told parliament Britain had suspended patrols following the incident and expressed their concerns to Russia's 

Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu. Russia said it was a technical malfunction and Wallace said Britain has now resumed 

patrols. 

Wallace said he does not consider the release of the missile to be a deliberate escalation. "We don't consider this a 

deliberate escalation by the Russians, our analysis would concur it was a malfunction," Wallace told parliament. 

The US isn’t at war with Russia, technically – but its support for Ukraine offers a classic case of a proxy 

war - The US and European countries continue to pledge their support to Ukraine as Russia’s invasion drags on into its 

ninth month – and have backed their alliance with recurrent deliveries of advanced weaponry and money. 

But despite Putin’s threats to Western powers of nuclear strikes, neither the US nor any Western European country, 

unified under the military coalition NATO, has actually declared it is part of the war. 

The US has provided US$17.6b in security assistance to Ukraine since Russia first invaded Ukraine in February 2022. But 

it can be difficult to track foreign aid and to distinguish between money that governments have promised and actually 

delivered. Some unofficial estimates place US commitments to Ukraine made in 2022 much higher, at $40b. 

European countries, meanwhile, have collectively donated an estimated 29 billion euros – or more than $28.3 billion – 

in security, financial and humanitarian aid in 2022 – not including additional aid to Ukrainian refugees. 
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The situation in Ukraine represents a classic case of a proxy war, in which outsiders give allies money, weapons and 

other kinds of support – but not at the risk of their own soldiers’ or civilians’ lives. 

What proxy wars are 

Proxy wars are armed conflicts in which one nation sends resources other than its own military personnel – like 

weapons, trainers, advisers, surveillance drones, money or even mercenaries – to support another country fighting in a 

war. This is often done to achieve a political objective, like regime change in another country. 

Most proxy wars feature a government trying to determine an outcome in another country’s war. The U.S., for 

example, supported France with aircraft, vehicles, and weapons in France’s effort to reestablish control of what was 

then known as Indochina from 1946 to 1954. The Vietnam War started just one year after, in 1955. 

Proxy wars allow governments to hurt an adversary without actually declaring war and sending in troops. 

Of course, not every government has an equal capacity to financially support other wars. This is why relatively powerful 

governments with global reach, like the U.S. and the United Kingdom, tend to sponsor proxy wars. 

Philippines to buy US aircraft after scrapping Russia deal - Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos Jr. on 

Thursday backed a decision by his predecessor to cancel a deal to buy 16 Russian military heavy-lift helicopters and said 

his administration has ``secured an alternative supply from the United States.'' 

Russia headed for demographic disaster due to war - Fewer and fewer people are being born in Russia every 

year, data shows. That's posing a problem for Putin, whose mobilization in Ukraine is accelerating fears that the 

country is headed toward a demographic crisis. 

Russia's birth rate and total population 

stabilized in the 2010s, but have been 

sharply declining since then, World 

Bank data shows. And if the war in 

Ukraine continues, there will be just 1.2 

million births in Russia next year, “the 

lowest in modern history,” according to 

Bloomberg. Total deaths, meanwhile, 

average around 2 million every year, 

but that increased during the 

pandemic. 

Putin has been trying to boost the 

country's birth rate for years. In early 

2020, he said the demographic 

situation was "very difficult" and 

announced a slate of new measures 

aimed at helping families. 

But experts say the war is only making population growth harder, with more men away from their families. 

Hundreds of thousands of Russian men have been drafted in recent weeks as Putin announced a new military 

mobilization. But hundreds of thousands more have fled to other countries, according to The New York Times. 

The impact to the country's birth rate "will be stronger the longer the mobilization lasts," Igor Efremov, a researcher in 

Moscow, told Bloomberg. He said if the war continues through next spring, it would be "catastrophic." 
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New Italian government will be pro-NATO, pro-Europe, says Meloni - Giorgia Meloni, who is expected to be 

Italy's next prime minister, threw down the gauntlet to her right-wing coalition partners on Wednesday, saying her new 

government would be pro-NATO and fully a part of Europe. 

Her uncompromising statement came after her conservative ally Silvio Berlusconi reiterated his sympathy for Russian 

President Vladimir Putin and accused Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy of triggering the war. 

In a sharply worded declaration, Meloni said any party that disagreed with her foreign policy line should not join the 

government, which is set to take office next week. 

"Italy with us in government will never be the weak link in the West," she said. 

Meloni has staunchly defended Ukraine since Russia launched its invasion in February and has supported Western 

sanctions against Moscow. 

"On one thing I have been, am, and will always be clear. I intend to lead a government with a clear and unequivocal 

foreign policy line," she said. "Anyone who does not agree with this cornerstone cannot be part of the government." 

Berlusconi, 86, is a long-time friend of Putin and in a first leaked audio file released on Tuesday, he revealed to 

parliamentarians from his Forza Italia party that he was back in touch with the Russian president and had exchanged 

"sweet letters" and gifts. 

In a second file, released by news agency LaPresse on Wednesday, Berlusconi said Ukraine had sunk a 2014 peace deal 

that was designed to end a separatist war by Russian speakers in the eastern Ukraine regions of Donetsk and Luhansk. 

Repeating accusations made by Putin that have been denied by Ukraine, Berlusconi said Zelenskiy made the situation 

much worse when he came to power in 2019. 

Berlusconi also repeated an assertion that Putin had bowed to internal pressure and only invaded Ukraine to set up a 

new government "of decent people with common sense". 


